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Abstract
We build a lambda model which characterizes completely (persistently) normalizing, (persistently) head normalizing, and (persistently) weak head normalizing terms. This is proved by using the finitary logical description of the model
obtained by defining a suitable intersection type assignment system.

1 Introduction
The aim of this research is to present lambda models which completely characterize
computational properties of lambda terms and to prove this by using the finitary logical
description of the models obtained by defining suitable intersection type assignment
systems.
In this paper we focus on six computational properties of lambda terms and corresponding six sets of lambda terms: the set of normalizing, head normalizing, weak
head normalizing lambda terms, and those corresponding to the persistent versions of
such notions. We build an inverse lambda model  , according to Scott [20], which
completely characterizes each of the six sets of terms mentioned. More precisely for
each one of the above six sets of terms there is a corresponding element in the model
such that a term belongs to the set if and only if its interpretation (in a suitable environment) is bigger than or equal to that element. This is proved by using the finitary logical
description of the model   obtained by defining an intersection type assignment system in the following way. First, we construct a set  of types which are generated from
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atomic types corresponding to the elements of   , by the function type constructor and
the intersection type constructor. Then we define a set of filters on the set  . According to Coppo et al. [6] and Alessi [2], the set of filters and the inverse model   are
isomorphic as -algebraic lattices. This isomorphism falls in the general framework of
Stone dualities (Johnstone [12]). This framework later received a categorically principled explanation by Abramsky in the broader perspective of “domain theory in logical
form” [1]. The interest of the above isomorphism lies in the fact that the interpretations
of lambda terms in   are isomorphic to the filters of types one can derive in this type
assignment system (Alessi [2]). This gives a desired finitary logical description of the
model. Therefore an equivalent of the primary complete characterization can be stated:
a term belongs to one of the six sets mentioned if and only if it has a certain type (in a
suitable basis) in the type assignment system obtained.
Some ideas of this research are presented in Dezani and Ghilezan [7]. Along the
lines of this ideas it is worth investigating the behaviour of some other computational
properties such as various closabilities, i.e. reductions to different kinds of closed
terms.
In Section 2 the model   characterizing all six computational properties of terms
is built. The type assignment system is defined in Section 3 and the proofs are shortly
discussed.

2 The Model
We use standard notations for lambda terms and beta reductions.
Definition 2.1 (The set of lambda terms) The set
defined by the following abstract syntax.

 




of (type-free) lambda terms is


!"#$

We use !&%('%*)+%,--.%/!0%-,- for arbitrary term variables and 12%*34%/56%,--,%*170%-,- for
arbitrary terms. FV 891;: denotes the set of free variables of a term 1 . By 1=< !>3@?
we denote the term obtained by substituting the term 3 for all the free occurrences of
the variable ! in 1 , taking into account that free variables of 3 remain free in the term
obtained.
The axiom of A -reduction is 8B!C 1;:(3
DFEG1=< !H>34?B A term of the form
89+!&1;:I3 is called A -redex. The transitive reflexive closure of DJE is denoted by D DJE .
A term is a normal form if it does not contain A -redexes.
We consider here the following computational behaviours of lambda terms.
Definition 2.2 (Normalization properties)

1

has a normal form, 1LKNM , if 1

i)
ii)

1

reduces to a normal form;

KPOQM , if
has a head normal form, 1
(where possibly ' appears in ! R );

! R  ' 1 R
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1

reduces to a term of the form

iii)

1 has a weak head normal form, 1LKTSUM , if 1
to a term starting with a free variable.

reduces to an abstraction or

For each of the above properties, we shall consider also the corresponding persistent version (see Definition 2.3). Persistently normalizing terms have been introduced
in Böhm and Dezani [5].
Definition 2.3 (Persistent normalization properties)
i) A term
in M .

1

is persistently normalizing,

1VKXWYM

, if

ii) A term 1 is persistently head normalizing, 1[K"W
terms 3 R .

iii) A term 1 is persistently weak normalizing, 1LKW
terms 3 R .
Example 2.4 Let
+!+' ! .
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
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for all
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Figure 1: Inclusion between sets of  -terms
The following proposition, represented pictorially by Figure 1, illustrates mutual
implications between the above notions:
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Proposition 2.5 The following strict inclusions hold:

WYM
YW M

W O\M



M
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OQM
W SUM



SUM
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No other inclusion holds between the above sets.
Our goal is to build an inverse limit lambda model, Scott [20], which satisfies the
following condition:
for each one of the above six sets of terms there is a corresponding element in the model
such that a term belongs to the set iff its interpretation (in a suitable environment) is
bigger than or equal to that element.
We need therefore to discuss the functional behaviours of the terms belonging to
these classes, in particular with respect to the step functions, where as usual a step
function  ] is defined by

g+ if \
 

then



else

\

A weak head normalizing term either reduces to an abstraction or to an application
of a variable to (possibly zero) terms: in both cases (in a suitable environment) it
behaves better than the step function [ . So we can choose the representative
of the step function c as the element which corresponds to SUM . We need to
consider a model in which this step function is not the bottom of the whole domain, i.e.
a solution of the domain equation f< DN?n , where as usual < fDie? is the
domain of continuous functions from  to  and  is the lifting operator.
A persistently weak normalizing term applied to any number of arbitrary terms
gives a weak head normalizing term: i.e. it behaves better than the step function
¡ Z-¢.-£  y ¤ ¦ for all values of § . Therefore the element representing

¨ ¥ © ¥ 8B2ª-,«y i¬:
¢.£
¤
IN ¡
¥
W SUM .

is a good candidate for the correspondence with the set

A head normalizing term when applied to a persistently head normalizing term
reduces to a head normalizing term: in its turn a persistently head normalizing term
applied to an arbitrary term gives a persistently head normalizing term. Therefore, if 
and  ® are two elements of   corresponding respectively to the sets O\M and W OQM ,
they represent the step functions ¬
® ] and 2¯® .
A normalizing term is also a head normalizing term and therefore it behaves better
® ° . A persistently normalizing term is also a persistently
than the step function 4
head normalizing term and therefore it behaves better than the step function Z
® . A persistently normalizing term applied to a normalizing term gives a persistently
normalizing term. Moreover, a normalizing term applied to a persistently normalizing
term is in turn a normalizing term.
Therefore if ± and ± ® are two elements of   corresponding respectively to the sets
M and WYM , they represent the functions 8² ® ]:u³T8 ±® ª±: and 8B2q® :u³>8´±¬ ±® : .
To sum up we define our model as follows.
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Definition 2.6 Let   be the inverse limit model obtained by taking as   the lattice
of Figure 2, as \0 the lattice <  QDª -?  , and by defining the projection µ ¶Q QD
<   D^  ?n as follows:

µ ¶8 ±® :·¸8B2 ® :¹³"8´±¬ #±® :.%.µ ¶8´±:º¸8 ¬® ]:&³>8 ±® ]±:o%
µ ¶ 8²® :·2»¯® %²µ ¶ 8Iº: ¼¬® ] %²µ ¶ 8½¬:·»\

¾¿À

±® Ã

À
ÀÀ À À

® Ã Ã
ÃÃÃ
ÂÃÁ

À
¾¿À À




ÃÃ

ÃÃ Á
ÂÃ
±
ÀÀ
À

ÄÅ

Figure 2: The lattice 



Since each variable is clearly a persistently normalizing term, it is meaningful to
interpret terms in the environment which maps each variable in the element ± ® . The
main result of our paper is:
Theorem 2.7 (Main Theorem, Version I) Let   be the inverse limit model defined
in Definition 2.6 and ÆgÈ Ç the environment defined by ÆgÈ Ç 8É!k:º ± ® for all !TK_Ê . Then:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Ï Ì Ñ ±® ;
1KWYM iff < 1»? ËÍÎ.Ð¦
1KNM iff < 1»? ËÍÎ ÐÏ Ì Ñ ± ;
1KW O\M iff < 1»? ËÎ.ÐÏ Ì Ñ ® ;
ÏÌ Ñ  ;
1KO\M iff < 1»? lËmÎ²Ðª
1KW SzM iff < 1»? lËmÎ²ÏÐ]
Ì Ñ ¨ ¥Ê© IN 8½¡ »ª,¢.-£ «¦ ¤ y¬: ;
¥
1K@SzM iff < 1»? ËÎ²ÏÐ Ì Ñ »y .

The proof of this theorem is done by means of a finitary logical description of 
obtained by defining an intersection type assignment system in Section 3.
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3 The Type Assignment System
Stone dualities allow to describe special classes of topological spaces by means of (possibly finitary) partial orders. Typically, these partial orders are given by the topology, a
basis for it, or a subbasis for it. The seminal result is the duality between the categories
of Stone spaces and that of Boolean algebras (see Johnstone [12]). Other very important examples are the descriptions of -algebraic complete lattices as intersection
type theories in Coppo et al. [6], Scott domains as information systems in Scott [22],
and SFP domains as pre-locales in Abramsky [1]. It is worthwhile to mention also
Martin-Löf’s domain interpretation of intuitionistic type theory in Martin-Löf [15].
As stated first in Coppo et al. [6] and proved in Alessi [2], we can describe an
inverse limit model   by taking:

Ò
Ò

the types freely generated by closing (a set of atomic types corresponding to) the
elements of   under the function type constructor D and the intersection type
constructor Ó ;
the preorder between types induced by reversing the order in 
the initial projection, according to the correspondence:

ÔD

function type constructor
intersection type constructor
For the
tions.

 

ÔD



and by encoding

step function
join 

model discussed in previous Section we obtain the following defini-

Definition 3.1 (The set 



of types) The set 

of types is defined as follows.

H Õ@ Õ_® ÖJ ÖF
® ×27Dw=Ó
Types will be denoted by Ø%(Ù%,-,,%*Øk0#%,-, . When writing types we shall use the following convention: the constructor Ó takes precedence over the constructor D and it

associates to the right.
We give now the correspondence between types and elements of 
identify elements of  ¥ with their projections in   ).
Definition 3.2 (The mapping Ú ) The mapping ÚT

ÚÜ8BÕ:º2± ÚÜ8 Õ® :· ±® ÚC8ÉÖ&:·2
ÚÜ89Ø DÝÙ+:ºÚC89Ø¹:·ÚÜ8nÙ+:
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(as usual we

7DÛ  is defined as follows.
ÚÜ8 Ö&® :· ® ÚÜ89×v:·2
ÚÜ8ÉØeÓÞÙ+:ß7ÚÜ8ÉØ¹:C³\ÚÜ8ÉÙ+: .

Definition 3.3 (Preorder on  ) The relation
ioms and rules:

8 Õ+® Õ:
89ÕÊÖ&:
89×v:
8 Õs® D:
8 Ö ® D:

(refl)
(idem)
(incl)

Õ® àáÕ
ÕàzÖ
Ø"àU×
Õe® ã¸89×4D Ö&® :¹Ó"89ÕäD Õ® :
ÖT® ã×4D Ö ®
Ø"àzØ
Ø"àzØeÓ_Ø
ØeÓÙàUØ%ºØeÓbÙ_àzÙ

8 Õ ® Ö&® :
8 Öu® Ö&:
89×4D7:
89ÕsD:
8nÖ D7:

(mon)
(trans)
(amon)
(arint)

where ØTãUÙ is short for Ø"àÙ and Ù@àØ .

à

is defined on



by the following ax-

Õ_® à Ö ®
ÖX® àzÖ
ØDâ×àá×4Dw×
ÕÞãP8 Ö ® D=Ö&:&Ó"8 Õs® DwÕ:
ÖTã Ö® DÝÖ
ØXàzØu$9%ÍÙ@àÙ$kfØNÓÙ@àzØu$«ÓbÙ$
ØXàÙ%ÍÙ@àÆ¸Ø"àÆ
ØXàzØu$9%ÍÙ@àÙ$kfØu$kD^Ù@àzØ4D^Ù$
89Ø D=Ù+:¹ÓX89Ø Dâå :6àUØD=ÙÓ@å

The first four axioms correspond to the partial order in ¬ . Axiom 8B×v: says that
is the top type, and therefore gives for × both the partial order in   and the projection in \0 . The axioms 8 Õs
® Dz:.%æ89ÕsD:.%,8 Ö ® D7:o%,8nÖ Dz: encode the initial projection of
the constants different from × in  0 . The remaining axioms are standard properties of
joins and step functions.

×

We build filters on the set of types: these will correspond to the elements of 
Definition 3.4 (The set

of filters)

i) A filter is a set çtèU

×Kç ;
(b) if Ø"àzÙ and Ø"K_ç , then Ù@K_ç ;
(c) if Ø%/Ù@K_ç , then ØeÓÙ@Kç ;
denotes the set of filters over  ;
if çè , é ç denotes the filter generated by ç ;
a filter is principal if it is of the shape éTêæØÜë , for some type Ø
éNê#ØÜë simply by é¬Ø .



.

such that:

(a)

ii)
iii)
iv)

. We shall denote

It is easy to verify that the set of filters, ordered by subset inclusion, is an algebraic complete lattice, where é>× is the bottom, and  is the top. Moreover the
finite elements are exactly the principal filters.
Using the mapping Ú we can show that and   are isomorphic as -algebraic
complete lattices, as proved (for a general case) in Alessi [2].
Theorem 3.5 (Isomorphism) The mapping ÚuìíUD=

Ú ì 8nç":·ïî ÚC89Ø¹:
ð©ñ
is a lattice isomorphism between and   .
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defined by

Notice that Úuì

8néØ¹:·ÚÜ8ÉØ¹: .

Due to the above isomorphism the interpretations of lambda terms in   are isomorphic to the filters of types one can derive in the following type assignment system
(Alessi [2]). This gives us a finitary logical description of the model.
A type assignment is an expression of the form 1Ù , where 1LK@ is the subject
and Ù@K4 is the predicate. A context ò is a (possibly infinite) set of type assignments
of the shape !4Ø with different subjects (term variables).
Definition 3.6 (The type assignment system) The type assignment 1
6Ù is derivable from the context ò , notation òUó71ôuÙ , if òUó71ôuÙ can be generated by the
following axioms and rules.

8Éõ«!k:
·ò %(!4Ø4ób!4 Ø
ò>ó1LØ4D^ÙLò>ó3^ Ø
8BD÷\:
ò>ób13^Ù
ò>ó1LØwò>ó_1Ù
8BÓmø«:
ò>ó_1ö ØeÓÙ

8B×v:
ò>ó_1ö×
ò·%/!4 ØTó_1öÙ
8BDyø«:
ò>ób+!&1ù ØTD^Ù
ò>ó_1ö Ø%FØXàYúFÙ
8(àY:
ò>ó1L Ù

Theorem 3.7 (Finitary logical description) For any lambda term
ment Æb vD¼  ,

1

and environ-

< 1»? ËÎ Ì 
 Ú ì 8Iê,Ù_K4= ûÊòü áÆk ò>ó_1L Ùë#:.%
where òü áÆ if and only if 8n!4«Ø¹:K@ò implies ÚÜ8ÉØ¹:6Æk8É!k:o
Theorem 3.7 allows us to rephrase the main theorem of previous section, Theorem 2.7, as follows:
Theorem 3.8 (Main Theorem, Version II) Let
ê,!4 Õ_® æþk!4K_Êgë . Then:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

1KWYM iff òsý Ç ó_1ö Õ ® ;
1KNM iff ò ý Ç ó_1LÕ ;
1KW O\M iff ò ý Ç ó_1ö Ö ® ;
1KO\M iff òsý Ç ó_1L Ö ;
1KW SzM iff òsý Ç ób1× ¥ Dy×
1K@SzM iff òYý Ç ó1×UDf× .

òsý Ç

be the context defined by

for all §XK IN;
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òsý Ç 

The proofs of the if parts of this Theorem are mainly straightforward inductions and
case split, and follow, but the case of persistently normalizing terms. For that reason we
develop a new characterization of these terms which is less general but much simpler
than the one presented in Dezani et al. [8].
The proofs of the only if parts require the set-theoretic semantics of intersection
types using saturated sets. The reducibility method method is a generally accepted
way for proving the strong normalization property of various type systems (Tait [23],
Tait [24], Girard [11], Mitchell [16] [17],Leivant [14], Gallier [9], Pottinger [19], Krivine [13], van Bakel [25], Ghilezan [10], Amadio and Curien [3], Leivant [14], Gallier [9], Dezani et al. [8]).
In all these papers different properties are characterized by means of different type
assignment systems: so the novelty of the present approach is that we characterize all
six computational properties of terms by means of a unique type assignment system,
which induces a  -model. Moreover in all the papers mentioned different computational properties requires different type interpretations in the reducibility method,
whereas we adapt the reducibility method using a single type interpretation for all six
computational properties.
Lastly we remark that there are essentially two semantics for intersection types
in the literature and that here we deal with both of them. The set-theoretical semantics, originally introduced in by Barendregt et al. [4], generalizes the one given by
Scott for simple types (Scott [21]). The meanings of types are subsets of the domain of discourse, arrow types are defined as logical predicates and intersection is
set-theoretic intersection. This semantics is at the basis of our application of the reducibility method. The second semantics views types as compact elements of Plotkin’s
 -structures (Plotkin [18]). According to this interpretation, the universal type denotes
the least element, intersections denote joins of compact elements, and arrow types allow to internalize the space of continuous endomorphisms. This semantics allows us
to obtain the isomorphism between the model   and the the set of filters of types.
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